1-Day KYOTO Perfect Tour
Sightseeing Bus Tour to Excellent Places

★Tour Price★
1 Person, Japanese yen, tax included
With Lunch ￥15,000- for Adult, ￥13,000- for Child
Without Lunch ￥14,000- for Adult, ￥12,000- for Child

Itinerary
7:30  Departure from Osaka Station
8:30  Departure from Kyoto Station
8:55-10:00 Kiyomizu-dera Temple
10:15-10:50 Sanju-san-gen-do Temple
11:20-12:30 Fushimi Inari Taisya Shrine - Senbon (Thousand) Torii –

Drive by Five Stories Pagoda at To-ji Temple, Katsura river
13:15-14:15 Lunch, Japanese Style Lunch
14:15-15:30 Togetsu-kyo Bridge

Sagano Bamboo Forest
Tenryu-ji Temple

Drive by Ninna-ji Temple
16:00-16:30 Kinkaku-ji Temple - Golden Temple -

Drive by Nijo-jo Castle
17:15  Arrive at Kyoto station
18:30  Arrive at Osaka station

Audio Guide is Available!!

English Tour Guide will attend the tour.

Tour Operation
* Daily
From Jan 5 – Dec 31
Except: Jan 1-4, 13/ Feb 3/ Apr 30/ May 3/ Nov 8, Dec 27

★ Time
7:30 – Approx. 18:30
* Minimum Participant Required
1 Adult

Please read and agree our terms and conditions with our website before making your booking.